I. INTRODUCTION JOMP(Java OpenMP) is the OpenMP written in Java.
OpenMP is a parallel programming industry standard for shared memory or distributed shared memory, which defines a set of directives and library routines for both FORTRAN and C/C++, and enjoys multiple levels of support from both users and vendors in the high computing field. However, existed OpenMP parallel programming was designed for use with Fortran and C/C++, not with Java [1] . The Hadoop platform, a popular platform for processing big data, is developed with java. In order to improve the performance of the Hadoop platform, it is necessary to research parallel extensions to Java [2] . Thus existing forays into parallel programming middle-ware in Java, such as OpenMP, leave much to be desired [3] .
As is known to all, we can realize parallel computing using Java's native threads model, and a directive system, which can perform shared memory parallel computing, has a number of advantages. For example, a directive system is considerably easier to use, less errors to make and allows compatibility. The existent approaches to providing parallel extensions for Java mainly include JavaParty, HPJava, Titanium and SPAR Java. However, these are designed principally for distributed systems, and implementations of Titanium and SPAR are via compilation to C, not Java. At the same time, their designs don't involve genuine language extensions,too. J.M.Bull has defined an OpenMP-like interface for Java which enables a high level approach to shared memory parallel programming [4] . Yet, the system still has many outstanding functions, such as data scope attributes and exception handling and so on. But it is not widely used by users. Java 1.7 introduces the fork-join framework and provides developers efficient computing performance [5] . However, it is not transparent to software developers. Thus on the basis of JOMP, we probes the writing, compiling and running of a *.jomp file in detail and describes a complete specification and process for parallel programming. This paper defines the data scope attributes and extends its application. Experiments have proved that it is feasible and efficient.
II. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF JOMP
Based on the existed OpenMP standard for C/C++, the implement of JOMP is specified as follows.
A. The Format of JOMP Directives
OpenMP is a collection of compiler directives and library functions, which is primarily used for parallel programming on shared memory computers [6] . Since the Java has no standard form for compiling specific directives, JOMP adopts what is used in the OpenMP Fortran specification and embeds the directives as comments [7] , which is shown in Fig .1 . Standard parallel mode to execute Java code has one main thread, which executes the serial part of the program until encounters a parallel directive as comments. In Fig .1 , the default, shared, private, firstprivate and reduction clauses work in the same way as the C/C++.
The default clause is used to allow users to control the shared attribute of a variable in the parallel region. When the symbol of share is used, it is a default situation which indicates that the same named variable passed into a parallel region will be treated as a shared variable and will not produce a private copy of a thread. When none symbol is used, the variable used in a thread must be shared or private.
The share clause is used to declare a variable as a shared variable.
The private clause is used to declare a private variable, in which each thread has its own private copy and other threads can not access the private copy.
The firstprivate clause is used to inherit the values of originally shared variables, hence private variable can not inherit the values of the same named variables. 
The reduction clause is used to specify an operator for parameters. Each thread creates a private copy of the parameter. At the end of the parallel region, the value of the private copy will be operated by the specified operator and original values of the parameters will be updated by the values of calculated results.Operators and the initial values of related private copy are shown in table 1.
B. Main Classes of Runtime Library
Runtime library is used to provide the necessary functionality supporting parallelism in terms of Java's native threads model [8] . Runtime library is organized into the package jomp.runtime and contains a library of classes and routines used by compiler-generated code.The core of the library is the OMP class, which contains the routines used by the compiler to implement parallelism in terms of Java's native threads model. In Table 2 , the commonly static members of class jomp.runtime.OMP are described. The other main classes and their functions are shown in Table 3 . 
C. the JOMP Compiler for Parallel Directives
The JOMP Compiler is built based on a Java 1.1 parser provided as an example with the JavaCC. OMPVisitor class is used to implement the bulk of the compiling works [9] . When encountering a parallel directive, such as Fig .2 , the compiler creates a new inner class automatically [10] , showed in Fig .3 . In this inner class, main variables are described as follows. It contains a field of same type signature and name for shared variables, a field of same type signature and named __omp_fptemp_ <varname> for firstprivate variables, a field of same type signature and named __omp_lptemp_<varname> for variables with a reduction operation specially. The single method of this inner class is the go( ) method, which declares a local variable with the same name and type signature for private or firstprivate variables.
In place of the parallel construct itself, the code is inserted to the parallel region to declare a new instance of the inner class and to initiate the fields within it from the appropriate local variables, showed in Fig .4 . 
III. APPLICATION MODE AND EXAMPLES

A. Application Setting
Before applying JOMP Compiler and runtime library and running java parallel programs, it is a must to configure the system environment variable. The JOMP jar package , which is mainly composed by JOMP Compiler and runtime library, is under the JDK lib path. Then append JOMP jar package to CLASSPATH, a system environment variable, such as %JAVA_HOME%\lib\jomp.jar [11] . Next, we can begin to write java programs executed in parallel, for example TestJavaOMP.jomp. The extension name for this java program must be jomp. So JOMP Compiler is called and *.jomp file is compiled into *.java file. With the example of TestJavaOMP.jomp, the compiling directive is in the form of java jomp.compiler.Jomp TestJavaOMP. After that, a java file will be obtained, where the compiling and running is not to repeat. The process is shown in Fig .5 . 
B. An Example
JOMP has been applied to compute the value of Pi, of which the formula is described in formula (1).
In above formula,  is the value of pi and n is the natural number. The running result is showed in table 4. Fig .6 shows the changes of running time with the numbers of threads. In Fig .6 , it can be seen that the performance has been greatly improved after using parallel computing based on JOMP. When tested on a lenovo Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2120, the original serial code took 348.6 milliseconds, the parallel code with two threads on two processors took 215.8 milliseconds, and the parallel code with four threads on two processors only took 201.6 milliseconds. This represents a speedup factor of 1.73, and an efficiency of 86.5%. But it is not always the case. When six threads was used to test, it took 257 milliseconds and when eight threads, average time is also about 250 milliseconds. With increasing of threads, additional cost will increase too. More threads means that more cost need to access the critical section. So it is the key issue to determine a large speedup factor by the experiments. values of pi on a lenovo Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2120, a 1.73 speedup factor and 86.5% efficiency were obtained, which proved the feasibility and effectiveness of the system.with the increasing extend to implement the whole specification of JOMP, it will provide parallel programming in Java a more attractive proposition and support for hybrid-parallel programming on clusters [12] . ACKNOWLEDGMENT Project supported by the Natural Science Foundation of Gansu Province (No. 2014GS03435)
